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 Abstract Students identified an area of personal concern regarding a global issue, and then 
  designed a conference facility for diverse groups of temporary residents. The 
  design promoted "community" among the participants for the purpose of  
  generating thought and insights in dealing with the selected issue. 
 
 Objectives To stimulate empathy and awareness of global concerns and have students identify 
  and become more informed about their personal area of concern; 
 
  To investigate design of space and surface as a means of creating an environment 
  which stimulates strong emotional response; 
 
  To investigate the concept of "community" and how the quality and arrangement 
  of space and amenities can promote an atmosphere of communication among 
  persons of diverse cultures and backgrounds; 
 
  To foster confidence and enhance creative flow by engaging the student in  
  different modes of thinking with emphasis on process rather than results; and 
 
  To enhance development of skills and abilities through experimentation with a 
  variety of new media and approaches. 
 
 Criteria Program Requirements 
  Investigation of a global issue (environmental, political, spiritual, racial, cultural, 
  socioeconomic, philosophical, etc.) in a specific form (censorship of music or art, 
  cocaine babies, save the rain forests, etc.). Select an issue that is emotionally  
  charged for you. Research the topic and be prepared to discuss issues in class. 
 
  The investigation of the issue will take the form of a two-dimensional collage  
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  mounted on 20" x 20" board. Translate the emotional energy you get from the 
  issue into a composition of line, color, image, text, pattern, and texture. A  
  successful investigation is one that evokes similar emotions in the viewer. 
 
  Then translate the emotional energy generated by the issue into an abstract three-
  dimensional construction using materials, linear, planar, and geometric shapes and 
  forms, color, texture, pattern, repetition, etc., selected to express the specific 
  emotion. The investigation will take the form of a three-dimensional assembly 
  (sculpture, sculptural relief, etc.) with a maximum height of 30", mounted on a base 
  or backing no larger than 20" x 30". 
 
  Create a volume of space appropriate in size, shape and character for each of the 
  functions listed below. These three-dimensional spatial representations are to be 
  like containers, with inside space more important than outside form. The container 
  should have enclosure on all sides but with a way to open up to look inside. Include 
  a scale figure in each space shown in the position most likely to be assumed in the 
  space. 
 

1. Transition 
A place of movement from outside to inside  
A place of focusing 
 

2. Gathering 
A place of interaction with 20 or more persons 
A place for gathering of information 
 

3. Contemplation 
A place of reflection and solitude 
A place for intimate exchange of ideas between one or two persons 
 

4. Community 
A place of coming together of twelve persons 
A place of communication and problem solving 

 
  As you continue with your design of the container, begin to imagine the activities 
  taking place within the spaces. Begin to think about linkage of one container to 
  another. Be prepared to discuss these ideas when the presentation of the container 
  is made. 
 
 Process There is three major components of the project: conceptual investigation,  
  planning and design. The conceptual phase includes a series of exercises in a 
  variety of two- and three-dimensional media investigating elements of design. The 
  planning phase includes programming and spatial organization within architectural 
  and code constraints and application of universal design concepts, providing access 
  for persons of all ages and levels of ability. The design phase involves refinement of 
  the interior space by detailing and selection of appropriate finishes, furnishings and 
  equipment. 
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  Planning Phase 
  Generate a written program and graphic diagram illustrating relationships among 
  areas. Include the four major areas and a resource center or library, offices,  
  overnight guest accommodations, dining facilities, appropriate recreational and 
  support facilities. From the conceptual investigations, program and adjacency 
  diagram, determine the necessary square footage and begin to arrange these 
  spaces into a schematic floor plan. 
 
  Site and Building Constraints 
  - Site 
  Turning its back on the brutal and desolate landscape the building-with its  
  thick masonry walls-acts as a fortress to this island of hope. 
 
  - Form 
  The building configuration is to be square or rectangular; two adjacent or  
  interlocking squares; two adjacent or interlocking rectangles; or an adjacent or 
  interlocking square and rectangle. 
 
  - Size 
  To be determined by the requirements of your program. 
  
  - Structural Systems 
  The floor is concrete slab three feet above ground level. Exterior walls are solid 
  masonry. The roof is concrete slab supported by a steel joist system. A grid of steel 
  columns support the roof with a maximum joist span of 36 feet and the ceiling 
  height is 18' from floor to bottom of joists. The roof is 20' high. 
 
  - Mechanical Systems 
  Mechanical lines (HVAC, plumbing, electrical, communications) are distributed 
  within the depth of the joists (24''), suspended below the joists and through  
  trenches in the floor slab. 
 
  - Allowances 
  A minimum number of openings may be pierced through the wall to  provide for 
  necessary egress, emergency exit and occasional view. Areas of the floor may be 
  recessed to a maximum of three feet. Glazed openings may be provided through 
  the roof for natural lighting. Structural elements may penetrate the roof. 
 
  - Codes and Accessibility 
  Refer to Standard Building Code and ADAAG for egress and accessibility  
  requirements and NFPA for interior finish requirements. 
 
  Drawings 
  - Plan 
  Provide a plan of the building at 1/8"= 1'-0" scale including all spaces as per  
  your program. Indicate wall thicknesses, columns, door swings, direction and  
  changes in level and other architectural features. Furniture is optional. Label major 
  spaces. 
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  - Section/Elevation 
  Using the floor plan and information regarding vertical dimension and structure 
  from the previous exercises, provide a 1/4" = 1'-0" scale longitudinal  
  section/elevation of a select area of the building. Cut the section at the most  
  advantageous location to illustrate changes in floor level and penetrations through 
  the roof. 
 
  Design Phase-Conceptual Investigations 
  - Color and Light 
  For one of the major areas of the building (gathering, community, social area, etc.) 
  create an abstract two-dimensional representation illustrating the qualities and 
  interaction of color and light The qualities illustrated are to relate to the global 
  issue and the function of the selected area. In other words, the elements  
  of color and light are to function aesthetically (evoking emotion, enhancing form, 
  etc.) and provide visual perception for movement and task performance within the 
  space. Mount the collage on 20" x 20" board. 
 
  - Texture and Pattern 
  For the same area, create an abstract two dimensional or low relief representation 
  illustrating the qualities and interaction of texture and pattern resulting from the 
  selection and combination of floor, wall and ceiling materials. The qualities  
  illustrated are to relate to the global issue and to the function of the selected area. 
  In other words, the elements of texture and pattern are to function aesthetically 
  (evoking emotion, enhancing form, creating rhythm and repetition) and function as 
  a means to code the environment, indicating movement and place for tasks within 
  the area. The collage or relief is to be mounted on 20" x 20" board 
 
  Design Phase-Interior Finishes and Details 
  - Enclosing Planes   
  This phase of the project involves a three dimensional investigation of one of the 
  major areas of the building, by means of a 1/4"= 1'-0" scale study model of chip 
  board and balsa wood, cut approximately through the center of the space so floor, 
  wall and ceiling planes define the interior space. Represent all wall, floor and  
  plenum thicknesses as solid masses. Windows, skylights and clerestory windows 
  should be left open so light can penetrate the model. Provide a rigid base to 
  represent the exterior ground level. 
 
  - Detail 
  Select a specific area of this model to study in more detail. In a 3/4" = 1'-0" scale 
  model show a segment of the space illustrating the connections of floor to wall and 
  to ceiling and show how natural light would come into the space. Render the 
  surface materials on this segmented model as they would appear in the overall 
  space. 
 
  - Finishes  
  For two of the major areas of the project, select and provide samples of all  
  the major finishes: flooring, wall and ceiling finishes; cabinet and counter top  
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  finishes; and materials used in furnishings, equipment and as accents. At least four 
  of the finish materials are to be texturally interesting or have interesting pattern or 
  color juxtaposition. Mount each sample separately on a 10"x 10"board Experiment 
  with various media and render the selected samples in full scale and in perspective. 
  Try to duplicate the inherent qualities of color, texture, or pattern of the materials. 
 
 Presentation Technical workshops over one or two class periods introduce or enhance skills in 
  presentation and graphic communication, including one-point perspective,  
  reflected ceiling plan, lighting layout and formatting the final presentation. 
 
 Evaluation Conceptual Investigation 
  The conceptual exercises in this project were not graded individually but were 
  considered for their contribution to the whole. 
 
  Planning and Design 
  Because of the large scale and investigative nature of the project, a traditional 
  presentation of boards and models is not required. Rather, the final format for 
  project presentation is a collection of exercises, drawings and models selected by 
  the student. From the previous conceptual, planning and design phases, choose 
  examples best illustrating the breadth and quality of your work. 
 
  By providing a series of conceptual investigation and planning exercises intended 
  to reveal new aspects of the project, the student focus on process rather than 
  results. Risks are taken and new media and approaches tried. Overall, student work 
  reflects empathy and awareness with the selected issue. The projects demonstrate 
  enhanced creativity stimulated by depth of involvement. 
 
 Documentation The example is from the design phase of the project including a study model of the 
  gathering space and a finish sample board. The global issue selected was  
  "censorship of the arts." The student's negative reaction to censorship is expressed 
  by fragmented elements penetrating the circular space in the model and in the use 
  of fragmented glass with the more conventional finish selections.  
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